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Competition And Stability In Banking
The complexity of the analysis of competition in banking that we have seen in chapter 4 is compounded when we take into account its relationship with financial stability and regulation. In this ...
Competition and Stability in Banking: The Role of Regulation and Competition Policy
Metro Bank’s chief executive has urged regulators to take advantage of a “unique moment” to boost competition by loosening rules for small banks, warning that the sector’s current weakness will hamper ...
Metro Bank calls for looser rules on small banks to aid UK recovery
Throughout 2020 and into 2021, the global financial system withstood the effects of the global pandemic and economic lockdowns due to unprecedented policy support. Strong financial systems that are ...
Economies in the Financial Spotlight in 2021
How are central banks reacting to the rise of digital currencies? Mr Wuermeling, the world of finance is going digital. Does that mean cash will soon have outlived its purpose? “Digital innovation is ...
“What we’re experiencing is nothing short of a sea change.”
This increased competition among banks. The reforms brought in micro-prudential measures, such as capital adequacy norms, in line with global practices (Pennathur et al 2012). As per Basel I norms, ...
Non-interest Income and Stability of Commercial Banks
Caught in the bind of simultaneously saving the world and staying out of it, Big Tech companies like Facebook have resorted to ever more creative ways to expand a monopolistic and extractive business ...
Millions of Low-Income People Are Locked Out of The Financial System. More Big Tech Monopoly Power Is Not The Answer.
Stablecoins present peculiar challenges to regulators. Although there is no single, agreed-upon definition of a stablecoin, the common denominator of the commonly used definitions is that stablecoins ...
Stablecoins present new dilemmas for regulators as mass adoption looms
Parliament has approved a set of stricter banking regulations to prevent a ... the bill as “over-regulated” and “damaging for competition”, said alternative options had to be considered.
Critics warn of loopholes in new banking rules
This would mainly involve promoting niche banking, to cater to the specific and varied requirements of customers ...
Time for 5th generation banking reforms
Non-bank intermediaries have grown in importance because they fill the financial needs of business and consumers, needs that are no longer being provided by the highly-regulated banking system.
Putting bank regulations on non-bank lenders will stifle innovation
U.S. regulators haven’t challenged a bank merger in 35 years. Some Democrats are pushing Biden’s administration to change that.
Bank mergers come into Democrats’ antitrust crosshairs
The Chinese fintech industry has been growing rapidly, Recent catalysts include the launch of the digital yuan amid substantial federal backing. Based on this, analysts expect the Chinese fintech ...
3 Chinese Fintech Stocks with Intriguing Upside
More competition and a rapidly ... to both compete and preserve the stability Canadians want. In 1871 policy-makers failed Canadians when they passed banking legislation ill-suited to the times.
John Turley-Ewart: Once upon a time in Canada banking was like the Wild West
The rise of stablecoins as cryptocurrency is a bigger threat to established, government-backed currency than Bitcoin. Some of the biggest economies are pushing back, including China and the Fed. What ...
Barron's
If competition is measured by the number ... of the pandemic to address some of the short-term stability issues. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision — the global standard-setter for ...
APRA key in big moment for smaller lenders
The UK regulatory institutions have the Central bank sitting at the top responsible for maintaining the monetary stability ... as well as sound banking practice and competition in Ghana’s ...
Eric Amofa advises GoG: Established financial conduct authority to oversee banking conducts
The remarks came after Mr Biden's first address to Congress, in which the US leader placed a renewed focus on diplomacy and said the country was in competition with China and others to win the ...
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